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MAGNETIC ATTHACTIONS.
[ART. 315
•Ml
attempt to discover the thickness of the crust was made by W. Hopkins, who estimated the minimum thickness to he not less than one-fourth or one-fifth of the earth's radius, Phil Trans, 1842. Much has been written on the subject since then.
Magnetic Attractions.
314.    Potentials of Magnets.    Two equal particles, each of mass m, are placed at two points A, B, whose distance apart is 2a. Any particle being placed at P one of these repels the particle at P, while the other attracts it.    Such a combination may be called a simple magnet*.    See the figure of Art. 316.
It will be convenient to take repulsion as the standard case. Let the mass of the particle at A be called positive, then that at B is the negative mass. The particle at P, if of positive mass, will then be repelled by the particle at A and attracted by that at B. The ends A and B are called respectively the positive and negative poles of the magnet.
Since the particle at each end of a magnet repels a particle of the same sign, it is a matter of convention to call one positive and the other negative. The convention adopted in Maxwell's Electricity is that when used as a compass the positive pole points north (Art. 394). It follows that the north pole of the earth attracts the positive pole of the magnet. The south pole is therefore the positive pole of the earth.
315.    The line BOA is called the axis, and the distance BA the lengthy the positive direction is BA.    The middle point C is called the centre.    The quantity m is called tJie strength and the product of the length by the strength, viz. 2am or M, is called the magnetic moment
If the point P lie in the axis, the magnet is said to bo end on. If the axis is perpendicular to the distance GP, the magnet is broadside on.
The strengths are so measured that the force exerted by m on m' at a distance r is mm'lr\ As explained in Art. 5 the dimensions
* The latin treatise of W. Gilbert of Colchester, De Mnunetc <fr., 1600, (translated by F. Mottelay), 1893, is generally referred to as one of the earliest. The book discusses in general terms, and without Mathematics, the magnetic theory of the Earth. The mathematics of Magnetism was first properly discussed by Poisbon, and he was soon followed by other great mathematicians. In 1H40 Kelvin gave a complete theory which, without assuming any hypothetical magnetic iluid, is founded on facts generally known, see the Reprint'of papers on Ele.ctrostaticx and Magnetism. The student of Magnetism will find the treatise of J. J. Thomson of great assistance, and also that of Maxwell when more advanced in the subject.

